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APPLESHED
PR E MIU M CIDER

INTRODUCTION

ORIGINAL INDIGO GIN

SIGNATURE BRANDS ARE CURATORS AND CREATORS OF AN OUTSTANDING
PORTFOLIO OF BEERS, CIDERS, SPIRITS, LIQUEURS AND SOFT DRINKS.

Pardál

We develop and partner with brands that are craft, authentic and, more importantly,
incredible liquids, relevant for all sectors of the on/off-trade and wholesale markets.
Choosing to stock our exclusive products is only the beginning. Our customer activation
projects include events, promotions and building customer awareness.

M AT U RE D FO R 3 0 DAYS - IN T H E C ZE C H RE P U B LIC
FR O M B U DWE IS E R B U DVA R B RE WE RY

Our dedicated Brand Activation Managers offer training on a range of subjects,
from category knowledge to expert cocktail training.
Signature Brands Activation Managers help to build brand awareness and understanding,
and generate business with our products.
We also provide full installations of our draught range and branded POS,
including beer fonts, unique glassware, mats and t-shirts.
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OLD J - SPICED RUMS
It took over sixty trials before the perfect harmony of ingredients was found and Old J Original
Spiced Rum's smooth and spicy flavour profile was born, but it was worth it, as Old J was the first
spiced rum to win 'Master' status at the Rum Masters Awards 2016/17.
Old J is now available in six unique expressions, widening its appeal to modern rum lovers.
PROFILE

OLD J ORIGINAL - ABV : 35% / Size: 1.5ltr / 70cl & 5cl
The original Persian lime & smooth vanilla taste seasoned with cinnamon & toffee.
OLD J CHERRY - ABV : 35% / Size: 70cl & 5cl
Prunus Serotina, more commonly known as the rum cherry, delicately
permeates the finely balanced spicing of this exceptional expression.
OLD J SILVER - ABV : 35% / Size: 70cl & 5cl
The world’s first white spiced rum, with softer spicing and added versatility
for cocktail making, which requires clear spirits.
OLD J GOLD - ABV : 40% / Size: 70cl & 5cl
Handcrafted pot-stilled rum aged 3 years in oak from the Virgin Islands.
A rum for the true connoisseur.
OLD J DARK - ABV : 40% / Size: 70cl & 5cl
A dark, moody, salted caramel rum based on our Old J Gold,
with a tempestuous flavour and a splash of vanilla.
OLD J TIKI FIRE
ABV : 75.5% / Size: 70cl & 5cl
The world’s first 151 overproof spiced rum.

OLDJ.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK
@OLDJSPICEDRUM

PREMIUM SPIRITS, LIQUEURS & MIXERS

Old J Spiced Rums are inspired by the great Admiral Vernon's 'Old Grog',
but produced with a modern 21st-Century rum drinker in mind.

PROVENANCE
La French is born from a passion for the finest cocktails and classic French
style. France has one of the most respected vodka production techniques
in the world, and produces some of the most elegant vodka. The iconic La
French Lady, silhouetted on every bottle, is inspired by true events that
took place across France and New York in the 1920s. Maintaining an air of
mystery, our La French Lady is a woman who travelled between Marseille
and New York and helped an American speakeasy owner to import
vodka into prohibition-era New York. The La French Lady embodies
sophistication simultaneously with contemporary style. The bottle’s subtle
blue hues and the inclusion of the Tricolour reaffirm the character
of the vodka and demonstrate the spirit’s French roots.
PROFILE
Collaborating with Master Distillers and Consultants, it took time,
precision and patience to create the truly unique liquid of La French.
Manufacturing takes place in France, and all ingredients are local to
the country: a delicious blend of crystal-clear Cognac spring water and
the finest French wheat, five-times distilled, with naturally occurring
citrus and vanilla undertones which provide a delicate flavour profile and
luxurious mouthfeel. Perfect in a cocktail with a high-quality mixer,
or simply taken straight, La French elevates the ordinary to extraordinary.

ABV: 40% - Size: 70cl / 1.75L Bottle

LAFRENCHVODKA.COM / @LAFRENCHVODKA
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LA FRENCH VODKA

PROVENANCE
On 24 May 1948, Agnes Arber became the first woman to receive the
Gold Medal of the Linnean Society, a world-famous institution dedicated
to the study of natural history. Born in 1879, Arber achieved excellent
academic results throughout her youth, and soon became a historian of
botany under the wing of her mentor, plant morphologist Ethel Sargent.
By the time of her death in 1960, Arber had published an extensive
library of books on both botany and philosophy. It is with an appreciation
for Arber’s work that we have produced this convergence of nine
botanicals distilled together.
PROFILES
AGNES ARBER GIN - ABV : 41.6% - Size: 70cl / 5cl
A convergence of nine botanicals distilled together. The savoury, earthy
notes of juniper, coriander and angelica are complemented by the warm,
spicy undertones of cassia. Lemon, orange and grapefruit add citric
sweetness and acidity, while woody orris root and liquorice add
depth and texture.
ARBER RHUBARB GIN - ABV : 41.6% - Size: 70cl / 5cl
A delightful twist on our original Agnes Arber gin. After distillation,
this gin is infused with the delicious signature tartness of rhubarb,
one more in a beautifully balanced array of skilfully
selected flavours.
SILVER
WWW.AGNESARBERGIN.CO.UK / @AGNESARBERGIN
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PREMIUM SPIRITS, LIQUEURS & MIXERS

ARBER GIN

Inspired by the beautiful tea service at the iconic Fairmont Empress
Hotel, Vancouver Island, Canada. Victoria Distillers created
Empress 1908, a gin as captivating as the beautiful tea service.
So great was the Empress Hotel's fame that its signature tea house
attracted travellers from all corners of the globe to come
and sip their extraordinary elixir.
PROFILE
Handcrafted by Victoria Distillers, Empress 1908 Indigo Gin marries
crystalline Canadian waters with eight organic botanicals: juniper, rose,
coriander seed, grapefruit peel, ginger root, cinnamon bark and the
Fairmont Empress tea blend. Its trademark hue is imbued by the
infusion of butterfly pea blossoms.
Empress 1908's motto is to 'live colourfully', and it certainly does this:
with the addition of citrus or tonic, Empress 1908 is transformed
from its breathtaking indigo to a soft pink.
This results in a delightful gin with the floral notes of juniper and rose,
punchy coriander, grapefruit, and earthy tea notes.
ABV: 42.5% - Size: 70cl Bottle

WWW.EMPRESSGIN.COM / @EMPRESSGIN1908
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PROVENANCE

PROVENANCE
An internationally acclaimed, premium French brand, Monin delivers
innovative, gourmet flavour solutions built on a bedrock of more than
a century of traditional artisanal beverage knowhow. Having remained
a family-owned company since 1912, Monin is a trusted partner and a
brand of choice for hospitality professionals in over 150 countries.
Using the finest ingredients sourced from around the world, Monin
has 24 liqueurs to choose from, including those ‘must have’ items such
as Triple Sec Curaçao, Apricot Brandy and Cassis de Dijon.
PROFILES
Apricot Brandy / Banana / Blackberry / Blue Curaçao / Cassis de Dijon
/ Cherry Brandy / Cocoa / Coconut / Coffee / Green Melon / Green Mint
/ Lychee / Manzana Verde / Orange Curaçao / Peach / Raspberry
/ Strawberry / Triple Sec Curaçao 25 / Triple Sec Curaçao 38
/ Vanilla / Violet / Watermelon / White Cocoa / White Mint.
ABV: Various - Size: 70cl Bottle

WWW.MONIN.COM / @CREATEWITHMONINUK
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MONIN PREMIUM LIQUEURS

PROVENANCE
Blind-taste tested over a six-month period and specifically formulated to
enhance the enjoyment of premium gins, both variations of Rubica Tonic
Water are made in small batches at an independent UK-based bottling
company. The name “Rubica” is inspired by Rubiaceae, the taxonomical
name of the cinchona tree from which quinine, the principal ingredient
of tonic water, is extracted.
RUBICA TONIC WATER - Size: 200ml Bottle
Rubica Tonic Water is light on quinine bitterness and balanced
by hints of citrus, allowing it to pair exceptionally well with the
extensive range of unusual botanical and fruit-led gins popular
in today’s premium gin category.
RUBICA LOW CALORIE TONIC WATER - Size: 200ml Bottle
Rubica Low Calorie Tonic Water maintains the light, citrusy flavour
of the original version, while also offering the benefit of being better
for you – the perfect option for today’s increasingly health-conscious
consumer base.

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK
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RUBICA TONIC WATER

					

PROVENANCE
In 1887, a fateful mistake in the Dortmunder Union brewery resulted
in a brew of nothing but pale malt. When accidentally shipped to a
customer, the light-gold product proved a sensational success.
Thus was born a new Dortmunder beer.
DORTMUNDER UNION PILS ABV: 4.8% - Size: 50LTR
A pale pils-like brew, this is the signature of master brewer Fritz
Brinkhoff. The same classic pilsner recipe created in 1887 is still
used today, brewed to strict German purity laws with Hallertau
hops which give a perfect, classic bitter balance to the
sweet, malty undertones.
DORTMUNDER UNION VIER ABV: 4.0% - Size: 50LTR
A genuine imported German pilsner, Dortmunder, in our opinion,
is the best-quality 4% pint in the UK. It is brewed to strict German
purity laws which dictate that only water, wheat and hops are used.
A pale lager with key influences from Pilsner, gold in colour with
a moderate bitterness from the Noble hops, Dortmunder Vier
has a lean body, full of character with a beautiful, crisp finish.

WWW.DORTMUNDER.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK / @DORTMUNDERBEER

WORLD & CRAFT - BEERS & CIDERS

DORTMUNDER UNION

PROVENANCE
True to its essence since 1904, Cruzcampo is a pilsner-style lager with
a blonde straw colour. Cruzcampo is one of Spain’s most beloved beers.
CERVEZA PILSEN - ABV : 4.8% - Size: 30LTR / 330ml Bottle
Cruzcampo has a light, fruity aroma with an air of ripe apple which stands
out over its balanced flavour of malty sweetness and soft bitterness. Its
light body provides a pleasant mouthfeel which satisfies the palate and
makes way for a compelling, bittersweet finish.
GRAN RESERVA - ABV : 6.4% - Size: 330ml Bottle
This malty amber-coloured lager tastes of dried nuts,
caramel and traces of liquorice, producing the long and
moderately bitter taste Cruzcampo is known for.

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK / @CRUZCAMPOUK
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CRUZCAMPO

PROVENANCE
Pardál is brewed using the soft water from Budvar’s 10,000-year-old
well. The renowned brewery, with a view to breaking the mould of typical
Czech lager, formed a panel of three hundred consumers to define the
character of the beer as well as the values of the brand.
‘Pardál’ translates to ‘panther’, representing the strong-minded,
individualistic consumers to whom this beer is tailored. It is also slang
in Czech for drinking buddy, so Pardál must not be drunk alone!
PROFILE
Pardál takes 11 days to brew which is significantly longer than most lagers.
Then it undergoes a 30 day maturation proccess making it an easy-drinking
lager with a full mouthfeel and a bitter but well-balanced taste. Pardál
is unique, with a sessionable ABV of 3.8%, but more flavour than many
4 or 5% beers.
ABV: 3.8% - Size: 30 / 50LTR

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK

MAT URE D F OR 30 DAYS - I N T H E C Z E C H R E P U BL I C
F R OM BUDWE I S E R BU DVAR BR E W E RY
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PARDÁL CZECH LAGER

Pardál

BIRRA MORENA

Morena remains a 100% malt lager, still entirely produced in Basilicata
and imported to the UK by Signature Brands.
CLASSICA - ABV : 4.6% - Size: 330ml / 660ml Bottle
Classica offers a refined, refreshing variation of the original Birra Morena,
finely hopped and made with the highest quality of Italian grains. The palate
is well structured with malty notes and an elegantly balanced taste.
CELTICA STOUT - ABV : 6.8% - Size: 330ml Bottle
Celtica Stout is a product of the study of ancient recipes: reflecting the old
English sweet-stout style, this dark, bittersweet Italian beer features a pleasant
body which treats the palate to hints of the caramel with which it was brewed.
ORO BOTTLE - ABV : 5.2% - Size: 330ml Bottle
Oro is a 100% pure malt lager, made especially for the most demanding palates
with strong notes of barley, vanilla and cloves, and a warming, sunrise-gold
colour. Only the best super-aromatic hops are used to produce
Morena’s crisp, refreshing flavour.
ORO DRAUGHT - ABV : 4.6% - Size: 30 / 50 LTR
The great Oro liquid as described above has been reduced in ABV to a more
sessionable 4.6% ABV. The reduction in ABV does not compromise on the
taste and quality but does offer a lighter and more refreshing expression of
this 100% pure malt lager.

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK/ MORENA@MORENABEERUK
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The Drive Beer Brewery is one of only a handful of wholly owned, independent
breweries left in Italy and is located in Basilicata, a rural region found to the
south of the country. The beauty of Basilicata inspired a beer to be savoured
based on a recipe that only ever uses pure malted barley.

WORLD & CRAFT - BEERS & CIDERS

GRAND CENTRAL
PROVENANCE
Grand Central beers is brought to you by the skill and dedication of
respected UK craft brewers, Shindigger Brewing Co. Shindigger was
born during the founders’ university years; after roaming the country
for years as “gypsy” brewers, they set up camp with a permanent
brewery in Manchester.
INDIA PALE ALE

PROFILE
Grand Central Showcases a six-hop plethora of punchy varieties from
America and Australia. It is fresh, unfined and very lightly filtered,
keeping as many juicy, fruity flavours in the beer as possible.
This sessionable craft beer is also vegan friendly.
ABV: 4.2% - Size: 30LTR

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK
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PROVENANCE
Portland Craft Beer Co. has partnered with some of the world’s greatest
master brewers to deliver a range of the finest modern craft beers.
PORTLAND AMERICAN ALE - ABV: 4.1% - Size: 30LTR
Mosaic hops are added at three points during the boil, and again during
fermentation. This imparts bold hop characteristics, including peach,
mango, lemon and pine flavours and aromas. Pale Ale malt, Lager malt
and a touch of light Caramalt gently balance the beer while allowing the
fantastic fruity flavours to shine through. The result is a blonde beer
with a dry, hoppy finish and bags of Mosaic personality.
PORTLAND STOUT PORTER - ABV: 4.1% - Size: 30LTR
Portland Stout Porter uses Fuggle and Goldings hops for its fruity,
floral and spicy taste. The final result is a rich, chocolaty, creamy,
smooth stout with good character and strength.

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK / @PORTLANDCRAFTBEERCO
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PORTLAND AMERICAN CRAFT BEER CO.
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BANGLA PREMIUM BEER
PROVENANCE
The temples of Dinajpur; the tea gardens of Sylhet; the rainforests
of Sundarban – Bangladesh contains a wealth of exotic sights,
cultures and culinary delights which have inspired this beer.
PROFILE
Bangla Beer is a specially created brew, designed to complement
Bangladeshi and Indian Cuisine. It has a deep gold colour,
reminiscent of the yellow sun blazing over the Bay of Bengal.
ABV : 4.3% - Size: 50LTR
ABV : 4.8% - Size: 330ml / 660ml Bottle

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK
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PROVENANCE
Originally brewed in India near Mumbai in the State of Maharastra,
bottles were first imported into the UK in 1993. As popularity for
this wonderful beer grew, draught was launched, and now brewing
is undertaken in the UK.
PROFILE
In north-west India, in the deserts of Rajasthan, there are storms that
colour the sky red, and it’s from these that the cooling Lal Toofan takes
its name. You’ll find this cool, full-bodied lager perfectly complements
hot and spicy cuisine.
SIZE:
Premium Draught - ABV : 4.3% - Size: 50LTR
Pils Draught - ABV : 3.6% - Size: 50LTR

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK
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LAL TOOFAN
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SOUTH WEST ORCHARDS
PROVENANCE
Sheppy’s Cider Limited is an independent family cider-making business
owned and run by David and Louisa Sheppy. The company has been
making the highest-quality traditional Somerset ciders for 200 years and
continues to produce fine traditional bottled ciders, which has since led
to our South West Orchards range winning gold at the Taste of the West
Awards 2017.
ORIGINAL CRAFT CIDER
ABV: 5.0% - Size: Draught 50LTR / 500ml Bottle
This is made with a blend of the finest West Country Cider apples, such
as Yarlington Mill, Harry’s Master and Dabinett, plus a small amount of
dessert apple to give the cider a fruity bite. The cider is fermented under
ambient conditions, and then allowed to mature naturally for at least
three months.
RASPBERRY CRAFT CIDER
ABV: 4.0% - Size: Draught 50LTR / 500ml Bottle
A bittersweet cider infused with pure raspberry juice. This handcrafted
gold-winning process creates an extremely smooth cider with a
refreshing hint of raspberry fruitiness.
LOW ALCOHOL CRAFT CIDER
ABV: 0.5% - Size: 500ml Bottle
This award-winning Low Alcohol edition of our Modern Craft Cider
is made with a special blend of traditional cider and dessert
apple juice to taste just as delicious and refreshing
as our original variety.
SILVER
WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK / @SOUTHWESTORCHARDS
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APPLESHED BRITISH CIDER
PROVENANCE
Our small team of cider makers, with over 150 years of combined
knowledge, spent over two years developing Appleshed Dark Fruits
and Original which are lovingly crafted in Ledbury, Herefordshire.
ORIGINAL - ABV : 4.8% - Size: 50LTR
Appleshed is a smooth cider that has a complex taste journey.
With a single-apple flavour, it is slightly tart and sour. It’s the blend
of the bittersweet cider apples, grown and pressed in Herefordshire,
that gives Appleshed Original its unique, thirst-quenching taste.
DARK FRUITS - ABV : 4.0% - Size: 50LTR
There are lots of berry-flavoured ciders on the market, but we wanted
to create something different: a drink that would meet our consumers,
demands for refreshment while delivering a moreish, fruity taste that
leaves them wanting more.

WWW. SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK / @APPLESHEDCIDER
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PROVENANCE
Lucky Buddha Beer represents the Buddhist notion that the ‘good life’
is attainable in this world. It is all about self-mastery, a happy demeanour,
a purposeful endeavour, a deep commitment to the welfare of others, and
enlightened awareness. Lucky Buddha’s generous girth embodies these
ideals. The Lucky Drink Company is the brainchild of Philip Smouha.
The beer is brewed and bottled at Cheerday Brewery, established in
2005, at Qiandao Lake (the ‘Lake of a Thousand Islands’) in China.
PROFILE
Lucky Buddha is a fusion of the finest-quality malt, hops, rice flakes and
pristine water. The bespoke Lucky Buddha Beer bottle is a true original.
It’s all about the Lucky Buddha experience, from the tactile carved glass,
to the mood-lifting, gleeful Buddha grin, to the discovery of four
good-luck symbols (for good fortune, happiness, longevity and
prosperity) on the bottom of the bottle.
ABV : 4.8% - Size: 330ml Bottle

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK / @LUCKYBUDDHABEERUK
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LUCKY BUDDHA BEER

PROVENANCE
Lao Brewery Company was founded in 1971 and began the brewing
of its signature lager in 1973. Beerlao is a premium lager, combining
the mastery of European brewing methods with rice, an ingredient long
embedded in Laos' culture. For those who have come from or been
to East Asia, Beerlao possesses an essence of nostalgia.
PROFILE
Upon first inspection, Beerlao seems a typical European pilsner: 5% ABV
with a light-golden colour and excellent clarity. However, a single sip will
tell you otherwise. The rice content delivers a zesty, bitter sweetness
and an arrestingly crisp but smooth finish. Beerlao has a great body,
and marries itself perfectly with Asian-style cooking and fiery spices,
but has an effortless, authentic, quirky style which is gaining masses
of followers who just want to drink a high-calibre beer with friends.
The perfect serve for any occasion.
ABV : 5.0% - Size: 330ml / 640ml Bottle

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK / @BEERLAOUK
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BEERLAO LAGER

PROVENANCE
Old Monarch Scotch Whisky was produced as a tribute to the iconic
Monarch of the Glen, an oil-on-canvas painting from 1851 by Sir Edwin
Landseer. Landseer was a member of the Royal Academy, a favourite
of Queen Victoria. He received a national commission to paint a picture
for the Refreshment Rooms at the House of Lords, and so produced
his masterpiece.
Old Monarch is blended using the finest ingredients in an endeavour
for the same majesty as Sir Landseer’s work; we consider it our own
Scottish masterpiece.
PROFILE
Old Monarch is a richly flavoured, blended Scotch Whisky.
The body, combining tastes of woody vanilla and sweet toffee,
leads smoothly towards a long, warming finish.
ABV : 40.0% - Size: 1.5LTR / 70cl

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK
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OLD MONARCH BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY

PROVENANCE
A superior Caribbean rum, distilled from cane sugar and imported from
the island of St Lucia in the Caribbean. Costa is available as a white or
dark superior rum.
DARK RUM - ABV : 37.5% Size: 70cl
Golden-amber in colour with a lovely vanilla-bean nose, this 70-proof
rum opens with some nice tropical notes and sugar cane, then hints of
the bourbon barrels where it was aged.
WHITE RUM- ABV : 37.5% - Size: 70cl / 1.5LTR
Perfectly clear and colourless, this young rum immediately displays an
intense aromatic richness, with soft notes of banana, mango and nougat.
The palate entry is primarily sweet, and then a dominant sharpness
emerges, leading to bold fruity aromas.

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK

CORE RANGE

JUAN DE LA COSTA

PROVENANCE
During Prohibition, the Cajun French in the deep south of the USA
produced large amounts of moonshine to help the citizens of the United
States maintain their love of life and freedom. In celebration of the
commitment and fortitude of the Cajun French, we have distilled a fine
French grain to create this superbly smooth, life-loving vodka.
PROFILE
A triple-distilled vodka, ideal with a mixer, or as the base spirit
to create your favourite cocktails. Distilled for clarity
to give a clean, natural taste.
ABV: 37.5% - Size: 70cl / 1.5LTR

WWW.SIGNATURE-BRANDS.CO.UK
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MOONSHINE VODKA
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FLAVOURS:

Lime / Blackcurrant /
Orange
Size: 1ltr / 5ltr - Bottle

Size: 330ml / 750ml - Bottle

Classic / Black / Cherry / Apple
ABV: 15% - Size: 70cl

POLLINI SAMBUCA
Pollini is Italy’s best-selling
premium Sambuca. Available in
both Black and White varieties.
Pollini has a pronounced nose,
precise aromas of anise, Liquorice
Allsorts and fennel. The palate is
intense and generous,
boasting a silky texture.

FLAVOURS:
White / Black
ABV: 38.0% - Size: 70cl

D AND R SOURS
A great range that can be used as shooters or mixed to create
fantastic cocktail serves. Mix with lemonade or cola and serve
in pitchers for a great margin.

FLAVOURS:
Blackcurrant / Cola Cubes / Tropical / Raspberry /
Apple / Cherry / Mango
ABV: 15.0% - Size: 70cl
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WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU

info@signature-brands.co.uk
www.signature-brands.co.uk

